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John Richards
Despite the efforts of Messrs Trevithick and
Crawshay Bailey of engine fame, not to speak of
the Taff Vale Railway and the Padarn Railway,
Wales missed out on the 1840s ‘Railway Mania’.
It was not until the early 1850s that it the Chester
& Holyhead Railway (LNWR) and the South
Wales Railway (GWR) brought the national
network to Wales. Neither, strictly speaking,
came to Wales so much as came through Wales
since the C&H was intent on Ireland and the SWR
more ambitiously, America, any business picked
up on the way being a bonus, and of course the
coal cornucopia made the GWR’s bonus very
handsome indeed.
Immediately the C&H’s Caernarfon branch was
up and running in 1852 the two great
‘superquarries' of Penrhyn and Dinorwig linked
their respective ports to this line. Over the next
two decades new main lines, the building of
branches and the rebuilding and redirecting of
feeder lines gave over 95 per cent of north Wales’
slate capacity access to the national rail network.
Despite slate’s traditional partnership with the
sea, increasing tonnages were rail-borne because
the ships and wharfage were not available to cope
with the mid-nineteenth century expansion. So
great was the avalanche of slate coming down the
Ffestiniog Railway that the 1872 Minfford
interchange with the Cambrian Railways probably
saved the Porthmadog quays from a Pompeii-like
fate.
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By the mid-nineteenth century developments in
the north had totally dwarfed slate extraction in
southwest Wales, which had largely remained a
disparate cottage industry, with no lack of
maritime capacity which could have forced it to
use the intrinsically more expensive railways. In
any case much of the output came from workings

on or near the coast, or on the banks of the lower
Teifi, where activity was literally a stone’s throw
from a boat.
Certainly Porthgain and its
associated Abereddi and Trwynllwd was
developing into a reasonably well founded
enterprise, loading ships in its own harbour and
using steam raised by means of coal brought in as
return loads. Rail transport was of little concern
to the doughty men of Parrog who (often without
authority) worked the sea cliffs. Similarly the
Teifi workings at Cilgerran and Fforest were
happy to float their product down to Cardigan.
Inland Cronllwyn had been developed in the
1830s with a railway to nearby Fishguard
planned, but geological difficulties made it
unviable.
A few inland quarries put slate on rail at Narbeth
Road (Clynderwen) and Haverfordwest, But most
were content to load onto vessels at St Clears,
Blackpool (on the Eastern Cleddau) and Solva.
Actually in the 1850s and 60s railways
increasingly became bad news for Pembrokeshire
slate. The northern rock lent itself to the making
of bigger and thinner roofing slates and ‘Bangor’
and later ‘Portmadoc’ became recognised brands.
Since big, thin slates call for less timbering and
are quicker to lay, they could command a
disproportionately higher price, so the north
Wales quarries, having made their profit on these,
could afford to dispose of the smaller and thicker
ones that were typical of Pembrokeshire at knockdown prices. Besides which, with increasing
prosperity more people could afford the best.
Again, new factories and industrial housing were
giving rise to larger orders than local diggings
could handle.
Some producers went in for slab products such as
cold-slabs, cisterns, pigsties, mantelpieces,
billiard tables, cills, paving flags and flooring,
none of which were source-sensitive, but few
could
afford
power-saws
or
planers.
Unfortunately in Wales the biggest market was in
gravestones, but who would wish to lie under a
friable, thunder-cloud grey monument when one
could have Blaenau Old Vein, which would retain
its unblemished brilliance until Judgement Day?
Actually the railways did bring slate an indirect
benefit – the expansion of urban areas, especially
Carmarthen. As a double junction it created its

own needs for houses and other buildings, besides
those arising from the town’s growth as a trading
and, to an extent, an industrial centre.
There were several small slate quarries near
Carmarthen working rogue occurrences which
extended to the area of the ‘Wells’ and beyond (in
which the LNWR Central Wales line aroused
some interest). To meet these new needs at
Carmarthen the Pantyglien Slate and Slab Co was
floated in 1864 to develop the slate quarry of that
name (SN 465226) at Llwynpiod (SN 433229).
The former specialised in roofing slate, the latter
in slab as a pit working with a steam-driven mill
with two saws and a planer, with a haulage
powered from the mill engine. A tramway from
Llwynpiod to Carmarthen was planned but never
built. Fierce local loyalties ensured that many
roofs originated from Pantyglien and almost all of
the plethora of slate cills, pillars, quoins etc in
Carmarthen came from Llwynpiod.
Also near to Carmarthen was Penygraigygigfran
(SN 420326), the first slate source in the
southwest to have direct rail access. It was
opened by Ffestiniog men as the Carmarthen Slate
Co in 1861, on the opposite side of the tiny Nant
Aeron valley to the optimistically named broad
gauge Carmarthen & Cardigan Railway which
had opened the previous year. They soon retraced
their steps north with shovels on shoulders and
tail between legs with little accomplished. The
line, which had been third-railed from its not-sotemporary Pencader terminus to Carmarthen in
1866, later became a component in the
resoundingly titled Manchester to Milford
Railway. The following year Messrs Knight and
Naunder of New Inn, who had been scratching at
Cwmgraigaufawr (SN 425327), took on
Penygraigygigfran
and
began
serious
development. They had a siding (standardgauge?) which was accessed by a causeway
across the valley and which was possibly intended
to act as a dam to drive proposed machinery.
There is also the possibility that underground
working was attempted. They appear to have
abandoned the site by 1871, leaving the
infrastructure incomplete.
Good slate in some quantity was to be found on
the eastern flank of the Taf valley, notably at
Glogue (SN 220328), worked by the Owen
family. By the 1860s John Owen was offering
roofing slates up to Duchesses (24in x 12in) and
had water-powered machinery to saw and plane
slab, all shipped to St Clears or Blackpool. A
tramway was planned to Whitland but by 1869

the demand for slate was so strong that John
Owen threw his weight behind a standard-gauge
proposal that would serve his and other slate
workings and also the lead mines at Llanfyrnach
and reach Cardigan ahead of the Carmarthen and
Cardigan line which had ‘run out of steam’ at
Pencader. This line, the Whitland & Taf Valley
Railway, opened to Glogue in 1873, the regauging of 1872 enabling it to run the 2½ miles to
Cardigan junction on GWR metal without thirdrailing. A siding ran into the yard at Glogue.
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With prices escalating and demand firm,
neighbouring Cwmgigfran (SN 223327) was then
developed, specialising in large slab, and tiny
Cwmllwyd (SN 226326) was revived. Neither of
these small quarries lasted long but Glogue was
eventually re-equipped in 1924 with electric
machines powered by their own diesel generator,
albeit mainly producing slate bricks. It failed
because the GWR re-classified their product into
a more expensive rate category since they were
heavier than normal bricks.
Further along the railway, sidings served Pencelli
(SN 192278) and Penlan (SN 207284) quarries,
the former by a ¾-mile tramway, the latter by
gravity incline. Both were the subjects of unwise
investment and neither survived long.
The railway, proudly renamed the Whitland &
Cardigan Railway (later the GWR Cardigan
branch), reached Cardigan in 1886. It was too
late to save the Fforest quarries, but it brought
new life to the Cilgerran quarries, by then
strangled by their own waste which was clogging
the Teifi. Dolbadau (SN 198429) raised slate
from their riverside pit by means of a steam crane;
block was taken up to the steam mill by a steamwinched incline, fed from the mill boiler. The
numerous upstream workings gelled into the
Pats/Cefn quarry (SN 203428) and Plain (SN
202427). Pats/Cefn had a mill reached by an
overhead ropeway. Plain had a slab mill in
Cardigan, supplemented by a fine mill quite near
the station. Blocks reached this by being towed
up a ramp by a horse walking along the public

road. All quarries specialised in slab which kept
them busy into the twentieth century.
Although there was never any railed connection
the ‘Cardi Bach’ line provided the Cleddau valley
quarries with the opportunity to load at
Crymmych Arms. This was especially important
in the early twentieth century when Jeremy
Davies, of Davies, the big Porthmadog slate
merchants, took on Gilfach (SN 128171). At the
time Lakeland Green slate, a coarse igneous
material was becoming a fashionable, albeit
premium-priced product, particularly in the Home
Counties. With similar rock being available at
Gilfach, Davies succeeded in breaking into this
profitable niche market. Moreover, using diesel
power, he would later keep the quarry going until
World War II, making it the only slate working in
the country to maintain the same number of
employees (about 40) right through the hard times
of the 1920s and 30s. Neighbouring quarries did
the same, dispatching on the Cardigan branch,
notably Tyrch (SN 145284). This latter’s last big
order (1936) was to roof Carmarthen County Hall.
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The final and grandest slate/railway combination
in southwest Wales was the Rosebush
quarry/Narberth Road & Maenclochog Railway
venture. Retired Mancunian businessman Edward
Cropper thought he might augment his pension
pot by emulating his former fellow cotton traders
who were being so successful with the
Bryneglwys slate quarry and its Talyllyn Railway.
Thus Cropper’s interest was aroused when the
freehold of Rosebush quarry (SN 079300) was
offered for sale in 1869. The rock at Rosebush
seemed good, with the probability of there being
abundant reserves and topography that promised
ease of working. Its hitherto lack of success
could be attributed to the burden of heavy
royalties, poor management, a dearth of capital
and transport problems. Buying the freehold,
putting the able William Pritchard in charge,
having plenty of money to spend on development
and building an 8½-mile railway to the GWR all
seemed likely to guarantee success.

Cropper set about laying out the sett in
accordance with the best Caernarfonshire
practice, establishing galleries to enable gangs to
work on several levels, gravity inclines to send
down rock, good tipping runs, and a fine water
turbine mill (with a matching engine shed). The
only departure from the ideal norm was the
(alleged) attempt to power the dressing machines
on the terraces by wind-power. To all this was
added a terrace of 26 houses (let at £2 p.a. with
running water!), a shop, a manager’s house and a
pub, plus the railway. As work progressed
Cropper must have watched with some
impatience as the slate boom spiralled into a
bonanza. Annual price rises were being declared
quarterly. Quarries, their stock yards cleared of
even hitherto unsaleable remnants, were quoting
up to two years delivery, insisting that orders
could not specify sizes or grades, and prices
would be those ruling at date of dispatch. The
opening of the railway in 1876 enabled serious
business to commence, but within months the
market went into surplus, prices collapsed and
buyers could smugly enjoy a ‘boot on the other
foot’ situation. Rosebush did achieve 5,000 tons
by 1878, doubling the region’s tonnage, but most
was in lower grades. Spending £22,000 for a
gross return of around a third of that figure
undoubtedly contributed to Cropper’s death in
1879.
Unsurprisingly the railway closed in 1882, slate
revenues at their peak having failed to cover even
the GWR’s junction charge of £500 p.a., with
other revenues little better than nominal.
Attempts had been made to attract passenger
traffic by pushing Maenclochog as a holiday
destination, but the only visitors were cyclists,
who failed to patronise the pub except to lean
their bicycles against it.
The railway re-opened in 1895 as part of the
scarcely more successful North Pembroke &
Fishguard Railway. The quarry, under various
occupiers, slid into oblivion in the early 1900s.
William Pritchard went on to revitalise Gilfach on
behalf of his nephew Jonathan Davies.
Pritchard’s sisters remained at Rosebush to run
the shop, the last manifestation of the largest and
boldest slate venture in southwest Wales.
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